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Abstract: This article analyzes the widespread negative information that is being circulated through the Internet in today's perilous 

times, with various destructive ideas that have led to the upbringing of morally abusive youth. It also highlights the role of social 

networks in the lives of young people and their disadvantages. 
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Introduction 

Today we know that information is an important factor in the development of state and society. It is impossible to stay 

away from it as the world becomes a single information space. 

Today, many internet users do not think about how they spend their money, energy and, most importantly, their time. 

There are countless intelligent boys and girls who understand the secrets of the Internet that most parents do not understand. On the 

one hand, we think that the youthfulness of our youth is a good thing, and on the other hand, the Internet is becoming a "tutor" of 

children and young people studying in the family. In other words, we have placed the education of our children and students 

online. This situation is sad, of course. But the reality of the day is that the learner's internet usage is high, the teacher is inferior, 

and he does not understand how to use it. The same is true in the family: children have sufficient knowledge and experience, and 

parents have only superficial information about it. As a result, the upbringing of young people is left out of the Internet. It is not to 

be overlooked that the attackers who are promoting the "information attack" from the outside are eager to take advantage of this 

"situation." Given the youth's commitment to innovation and the desire to stay up-to-date, we see a greater interest in information 

technology. 

In today's perilous times, the misinformation that is spreading through the Internet, and various corrupting ideas, is a matter of 

concern to every one of them. With the internet, things can be done easily and quickly. But lately, there has been an increase in 

Internet-related abuses and misuse of the global network. As a result, misleading electronic publications and videos are becoming 

more common. The main problem is who is using the internet for what purpose. Now a young child can freely use the computer. At 

first glance, it looks like it's not wrong. But when it is overloaded, it can have very bad consequences. The number of young people 

accessing the internet is increasing every hour. Important information: Save the Children has announced that 85% of US teenagers 

aged 15-17 and 93% of Canadian teens regularly use the Internet. It should be noted that in 2008 the number of Internet users in 

Uzbekistan was 2 million, now it is more than ten million, most of them young people. Malicious people are using the Internet to 

lure young people into their traps. Identifying themselves as "close friends" or "guides" is misleading young people. In fact, they 

have no knowledge of religion or Sharia, except to repeat what they have learned from their ancestors. On the other hand, they are 

unaware that this ignorance is dragging others to the bottom of the cliff and playing someone's drum. They first talk about religion, 

worship, and paradise with all sorts of attractive words, mislead young people, and eventually become victims of abomination. 

 

Materials and methods 

It is alarming that young people are often using the Internet solely as entertainment. They move on with the pursuit of 

noble goals. watching clips and movies, dating boy and girl. Spending time on social media is just a waste of time to talk to us. It is 

a sin to waste time. Verse 31 of Surat al-A'raf warns, "He does not love those who waste." The most popular youth site, such as 

Odnoklasniki.ru, Facebook, and Twitter, has been "promoting" indifference, insensitivity and inferiority. The destructive messages 

that go on to undermine young people's thinking and poison their minds are becoming more and more common. 

A person who is sitting on the Internet is often alone. It is unclear whether what he is reading or studying is consistent 

with our spirituality, morality, or religion. These things are prohibited by Allah, whether open or secret. Today we are witnessing 

that our young people spend hours surfing the web, diving into a series of endless, meaningless games. At the same time, they also 

cause serious damage to their health. According to medical scientists, long hours, eight to ten hours of Internet users are suffering 

from some kind of chronic illness. In the virtual world, double click on the computer button to watch any sexy movie. There are 

millions of websites promoting this behavior. The majority of those who travel on these sites are teenagers aged 12-17. These sites 

make up 25% of the daily search sites. According to reports, production and distribution of pornographic films on mobile phones 

has become the fastest growing business. Unfortunately, even in the ever-popular social networking sites such sexually explicit 

movies, pictures and videos can be found. The effects of pornography, atrocities and destructive alien ideas on social networks 

such as Odnoklasniki.ru, Moy Mir, Facebook and Twitter are inevitable. 

In 2006, the Internet and mobile phones were recognized as the most dangerous tools for the future of children and 

adolescents. It is clear that the immoral material they are propagating undermines youth morals and their future. Therefore, it is 
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known that it is a dangerous disease that can poison the minds of young people, challenge their faith and lead to their inferiority. It 

is clear that this danger is very dangerous for the world and the hereafter. 

 

Result and discussion 

When there is a spiritual vacuum, those who have been abroad for a while seek to subvert their destructive ideas and 

poison their minds. "It is not a matter of concern for us that the malicious attitude of such forces is primarily directed against our 

rich and ancient spirituality, and they are trying our best to deprive our people of this precious wealth," says the head of state. The 

experience shows that the world's violent and aggressive forces seek to subordinate and subordinate any nation or country, and to 

seize its wealth, first of all, to disarm it; that is, they try to forfeit their national values, history and spirituality, which is their 

greatest asset. ” At the same time, taking into account what is happening around us today, in remote areas, we must also be aware 

of the disastrous consequences that uncontrolled forces attempting to mislead young people who have not yet formed their lives 

can use the Internet to their advantage. can't be missed. There is only one way to prevent such dangers that are destabilizing peace 

and stability in the community, enmity, and conflict: faith, nationalism, the ability of our young people to think independently, to 

distinguish whites and friends from the enemy. and we have to bring up those who are brought up in the spirit of universal values. 

We should never see this as a secondary task… “Youth is our future. The future of the future depends on the fact that the outlook 

and the level of knowledge of these young people meet the requirements of the present. In the fast-paced world of information, it is 

important for every young person to properly manage his time. This raises the right question. What, then, is our future? What 

interests them today? 

These questions are not left to the mind of every rational person. Wherever you look at the hands of young people, are we 

neglected by parents and coaches, despite repeated warnings in the media that excessive use of it is harmful to the human body? 

Please note that at present, about 90% of our readers find themselves engaged in idle talk by visiting the odnoklassniki site. We do 

not want to blame the authors of this site. Because it connects far-away, close-knit classmates and close-knit people. After all, the 

atomic power was invented in good faith. Did he not realize that his horror and danger to mankind were unthinkable? 

So when you open your parents' cell phone to your underage child, we can think again about the consequences of our 

carelessness. Everything is a little sweet, too. The Internet has many advantages. It should be used wisely. 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, in today's situation where the vast majority of the information world is at stake, the issue of educating a 

person with an independent mind and independent thinking is not only morally, but also politically important. The education 

system, agencies dealing with socio-political, spiritual and ideological issues, state and non-governmental organizations, political 

parties play an important role in the implementation of this important task. First of all, the acquisition of scientific and theoretical 

knowledge is required. Ancient source tells us that "Avesto" is "the light of the eyes". This means that only knowledge can open 

one's mind, that is, to have independent thoughts and worldviews, and that only those with independent ideas and worldviews will 

be able to differentiate one-sided and prejudiced ideas. This is the criterion of the "mind versus opinion" principle. Consequently, 

which side can overcome will ultimately be propagandized with propaganda based on science, law and spirituality. 
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